Corrosion Protection of Steel Using Nonanomalous Ni-Zn-P Coatings
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A novel technique for obtaining nonanomalous Ni-Zn-P coatings with high Ni content (74 wt % as compared to 15-20 wt % in the conventional plating method) has been developed. These coatings show promise as a replacement for Cd in sacrificially protecting steel. Ni-Zn-P coatings were deposited using an electroless method from a solution containing NiSO$_4$, complexing agent and ammonium chloride. Varying the concentration of ZnSO$_4$ in the bath controls the final amount of Zn in the deposit. The Zn content in the coating was optimized based on the corrosion resistance of the final deposit. Coatings with 16.2 wt % Zn were found to display a potential of −0.652 V vs. SCE that is more electronegative to steel and hence can be used as a sacrificial coating for the protection of steel. Deposition parameters like pH and temperature have been optimized based on composition of the coating and the surface morphology. Corrosion studies in corroding media show that Ni-Zn-P coatings obtained using the electroless method show a higher barrier resistance and better stability as compared to cadmium coatings.
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Cadmium has been extensively used as a barrier coating for steel in aerospace, electrical, and fastener industries owing to its excellent corrosion resistance and other engineering properties.1 Plating of cadmium poses considerable challenges, due to the toxicity of the metal and its salts.2 Further, during cadmium deposition, huge amounts of hydrogen are introduced into the substrate, thus making the substrate susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement failure.3 Hence, for environmental and hydrogen embrittlement reasons, alternate coatings to cadmium are being actively explored. The most commonly used sacrificial coating in place of cadmium is zinc and its alloys. Zinc, by the virtue of its low standard electrode potential ($E_0 = \sim -0.76$ V vs. NHE), makes it suitable to act as a sacrificial coating on steel.4 The difference in the potentials of the coating and the substrate act as the driving force for the corrosion of the sacrificial coating under corroding conditions. Owing to the huge difference in electronegativities of Zn and Fe, rapid dissolution of Zn happens under corroding conditions. The problem of accelerated corrosion of Zn has been mitigated to some extent by alloying it with another metal that will bring the standard electrode potential of the alloy much closer to the substrate metal. It has been shown that zinc, when alloyed with metals like Ni, Fe, and Co, provides improved corrosion resistance to steel substrates.5 Of these alloys, Zn-Ni has been suggested as the replacement for cadmium coatings in view of their corrosion resistance, better formability, and improved weldability.6,7

The deposition of such alloys has been shown to be anomalous in nature. Although Ni is more noble than Zn, the codeposition of these metals results in a higher amount of Zn in the final deposit. Since the deposit still has a higher amount of Zn, the rate of dissolution of these alloys remains high under corroding conditions. The mechanism for this preferential deposition has been discussed extensively in the literature.8,9 Several researchers have attempted to decrease the anomaly of the deposit because an increase in the Ni composition would lead to more anodic potentials, which in turn will reduce the driving force for the galvanic corrosion. Such attempts have focused on the use of inert species in the bath or development of an alternate ternary alloy.10-13 In our previous study, nonyl phenyl polyethylene oxide (NPPO) was found to inhibit zinc electrodeposition and to act as a leveling agent.10 Zhou et al. have studied the effects of the addition of tin on the anomalous deposition of Zn-Ni alloys.11 The amount of Ni in the deposit was found to increase marginally from 6 to 8 wt % with small inclusions of tin. However, the observed small increase in Ni content of the alloy did not improve the barrier properties. We have also found that the codeposition of phosphorus along with Zn-Ni increases the corrosion resistance12 and hydrogen permeation resistance13 of the coating. We have also shown that the addition of small amounts of Cd to the Zn-Ni plating bath increases the barrier properties and hydrogen permeation resistance properties of the ternary alloy coating in comparison to Zn-Ni alloys.14 However, Cd addition in the bath is undesirable owing to the stringent regulations involved in the disposal of that metal and its salts. However, in all these cases, the amount of zinc in the final deposit still varies between 70-90% and hence their rate of dissolution remains high.

Autocatalytic reduction of metals and alloys offers an attractive and alternate method of increasing the amount of Ni in the final deposit. Electroless deposition has been used to form a thin and uniform Ni-Zn-P film from both sulfate and chloride baths. Previous efforts have shown that Ni-Zn-P plating follows normal deposition with high Ni content (80-90%).15-17 However, in these cases, the amount of Zn remains low (\sim 10 wt %) and hence the potential (\sim 476 mV vs. SCE) is more positive to steel (\sim 590 mV vs. SCE). Thus these deposits, although offering excellent corrosion resistance, could not be used as a sacrificial coating for steel. In our present study, our objective is to enhance the zinc content in the alloy and thereby ensure that the coating will exhibit sacrificial properties while providing extended life in corroding media. The corrosion characteristics of these newly developed composite coatings have been compared to that of cadmium.

Experimental

Sample preparation.—Plating and subsequent corrosion studies were done on low carbon cold-rolled steel foils of thickness 0.5 mm and area 25 \times 25 mm. Initially, the steel sample was mechanically polished with successively finer grades of emery paper. The samples were then degreased with alcohol and rinsed with deionized water. Next, the samples were treated in 10% (v/v) H$_2$SO$_4$ solution for 1 min to remove any adherent oxide layer present on the surface. Finally, the samples were again washed in deionized water. This procedure was repeated until a clean and smooth surface was obtained.

Electrolyte preparation and deposition.—Ni-Zn-P composites were prepared from a bath containing 35 g/L NiSO$_4$, complexing agent and 50 g/L NH$_4$Cl. Sodium hypophosphite was used as a reducing agent for the autocatalytic process and as a source of P in the final deposit. Steel foil prepared as mentioned above was used as...
According to this theory, the simultaneous oxidation of hypophosphite and the reduction of nickel ions occur on a suitable substrate at a potential that is between the half-cell potentials of the individual reactions. The oxidation of hypophosphite species is given by the equation:

$$\text{H}_2\text{PO}_2^- + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 2\text{H}^+ + \text{H}_2\text{PO}_3^- + 2e^-$$

$$E_0 = -0.75 \text{ V vs. SCE}$$  \[1\]

The reduction of nickel ion occurs according to the reaction:

$$\text{Ni}^{2+} + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{Ni} \quad E_0 = -0.53 \text{ V vs. SCE}$$  \[2\]

The reduction of Ni ions is accompanied by the hydrogen evolution reaction:

$$2\text{H}^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2 \quad E_0 = -0.28 \text{ V vs. SCE}$$  \[3\]

Thus, the mixed potential theory provides satisfactory explanations for the simultaneous oxidation of hypophosphite and reduction of nickel ions accompanied by hydrogen discharge. However, when Zn is added to the bath, codeposition of Zn occurs along with Ni-P deposition. The reduction of Zn proceeds according to the following reaction:

$$\text{Zn}^{2+} + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{Zn} \quad E_0 = -1.043 \text{ V vs. SCE}$$  \[4\]

Since Zn ion reduction occurs at a potential much more negative than the oxidation of hypophosphite, the mixed-potential theory fails to explain the inclusion of Zn in the deposit. To confirm this, a bath was prepared without Ni, the other constituents being kept constant to do electroless plating of Zn. No deposition was observed in this case. This shows that the Zn inclusion in the deposit occurs through other means. A plausible explanation for the deposition is inclusion of Zn during Ni deposition. It has been previously observed\textsuperscript{22} that Zn is codeposited during potentiostatic deposition from a Zn-Ni bath in the potential range \(-0.7 \text{ to } -0.9 \text{ V vs. Ag/AgCl}\). This produces a nonanomalous coating with 70\% Ni.\textsuperscript{22} Due to thermodynamic considerations Zn deposition through Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ion reduction is not possible at these potentials. Miranda et al.\textsuperscript{23} have observed that the formation of Ni-rich phase in Zn-Ni alloy occurs at low potentials through the formation and subsequent reduction of ZnNi\textsubscript{2} species. This observation tends to suggest that a similar phenomenon occurs in the electroless deposition of Ni-Zn-P. The present paper is focused on developing nonanomalous Ni-Zn-P deposits and optimizing the deposition process.

**Effect of Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ions on the coating composition.**—The effect of Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ions on the rate of the alloy deposition and the amount of Zn in the final deposit was studied by varying the amount of ZnSO\textsubscript{4} added to the bath from 5 to 20 g/L. Leukonis et al.\textsuperscript{24} have observed that Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ions (apart from Ag\textsuperscript{+} and Cd\textsuperscript{2+}) act as an inhibitor for the electroless Ni-P process. Hence, it can be expected that addition of Zn will reduce the rate of alloy deposition. The thickness of the obtained deposits was checked using cross-sectional SEM analysis. The thickness measurements were done in accordance with ASTM standard B659\textsuperscript{18} by preparing a cross section of the samples in a low temperature mounting procedure (as prescribed for low temperature alloys like Ni-P).

Figure 1 shows the EDAX analysis of the deposit with and without the presence of Zn ions. In the absence of Zn ions, the deposit contains peaks that correspond to Ni L\textsubscript{α}, Ni K\textsubscript{α}, Ni K\textsubscript{β}, and P K\textsubscript{α} energy lines. However, when Zn ions are added in the solution, EDAX analysis shows new peaks for Zn K\textsubscript{α} and Zn L\textsubscript{α} lines, thus confirming the inclusion of Zn in the final deposit. The mechanism for electroless Ni-P deposition using sodium hypophosphite as the reducing agent has been well-established in the literature. The deposition mechanism is best explained by the mixed potential theory.\textsuperscript{19} According to this theory, the simultaneous oxidation of hypophosphite and the reduction of nickel ions occur on a suitable substrate at a potential that is between the half-cell potentials of the individual reactions. The oxidation of hypophosphite species is given by the equation:

$$\text{H}_2\text{PO}_2^- + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 2\text{H}^+ + \text{H}_2\text{PO}_3^- + 2e^-$$

$$E_0 = -0.75 \text{ V vs. SCE}$$  \[1\]

The reduction of nickel ion occurs according to the reaction:

$$\text{Ni}^{2+} + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{Ni} \quad E_0 = -0.53 \text{ V vs. SCE}$$  \[2\]

The reduction of Ni ions is accompanied by the hydrogen evolution reaction:

$$2\text{H}^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2 \quad E_0 = -0.28 \text{ V vs. SCE}$$  \[3\]

Thus, the mixed potential theory provides satisfactory explanations for the simultaneous oxidation of hypophosphite and reduction of nickel ions accompanied by hydrogen discharge. However, when Zn is added to the bath, codeposition of Zn occurs along with Ni-P deposition. The reduction of Zn proceeds according to the following reaction:

$$\text{Zn}^{2+} + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{Zn} \quad E_0 = -1.043 \text{ V vs. SCE}$$  \[4\]

Since Zn ion reduction occurs at a potential much more negative than the oxidation of hypophosphite, the mixed-potential theory fails to explain the inclusion of Zn in the deposit. To confirm this, a bath was prepared without Ni, the other constituents being kept constant to do electroless plating of Zn. No deposition was observed in this case. This shows that the Zn inclusion in the deposit occurs through other means. A plausible explanation for the deposition is inclusion of Zn during Ni deposition. It has been previously observed\textsuperscript{22} that Zn is codeposited during potentiostatic deposition from a Zn-Ni bath in the potential range \(-0.7 \text{ to } -0.9 \text{ V vs. Ag/AgCl}\). This produces a nonanomalous coating with 70\% Ni.\textsuperscript{22} Due to thermodynamic considerations Zn deposition through Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ion reduction is not possible at these potentials. Miranda et al.\textsuperscript{23} have observed that the formation of Ni-rich phase in Zn-Ni alloy occurs at low potentials through the formation and subsequent reduction of ZnNi\textsubscript{2} species. This observation tends to suggest that a similar phenomenon occurs in the electroless deposition of Ni-Zn-P. The present paper is focused on developing nonanomalous Ni-Zn-P deposits and optimizing the deposition process.

**Results and Discussion**

Figure 1 shows the EDAX analysis of the deposit with and without the presence of Zn ions. In the absence of Zn ions, the deposit contains peaks that correspond to Ni L\textsubscript{α}, Ni K\textsubscript{α}, Ni K\textsubscript{β}, and P K\textsubscript{α} energy lines. However, when Zn ions are added in the solution, EDAX analysis shows new peaks for Zn K\textsubscript{α} and Zn L\textsubscript{α} lines, thus confirming the inclusion of Zn in the final deposit. The mechanism for electroless Ni-P deposition using sodium hypophosphite as the reducing agent has been well-established in the literature. The deposition mechanism is best explained by the mixed potential theory.\textsuperscript{19} According to this theory, the simultaneous oxidation of hypophosphite and the reduction of nickel ions occur on a suitable substrate at a potential that is between the half-cell potentials of the individual reactions. The oxidation of hypophosphite species is given by the equation:

$$\text{H}_2\text{PO}_2^- + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 2\text{H}^+ + \text{H}_2\text{PO}_3^- + 2e^-$$

$$E_0 = -0.75 \text{ V vs. SCE}$$  \[1\]

The reduction of nickel ion occurs according to the reaction:

$$\text{Ni}^{2+} + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{Ni} \quad E_0 = -0.53 \text{ V vs. SCE}$$  \[2\]

The reduction of Ni ions is accompanied by the hydrogen evolution reaction:

$$2\text{H}^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{H}_2 \quad E_0 = -0.28 \text{ V vs. SCE}$$  \[3\]

Thus, the mixed potential theory provides satisfactory explanations for the simultaneous oxidation of hypophosphite and reduction of nickel ions accompanied by hydrogen discharge. However, when Zn is added to the bath, codeposition of Zn occurs along with Ni-P deposition. The reduction of Zn proceeds according to the following reaction:

$$\text{Zn}^{2+} + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{Zn} \quad E_0 = -1.043 \text{ V vs. SCE}$$  \[4\]

Since Zn ion reduction occurs at a potential much more negative than the oxidation of hypophosphite, the mixed-potential theory fails to explain the inclusion of Zn in the deposit. To confirm this, a bath was prepared without Ni, the other constituents being kept constant to do electroless plating of Zn. No deposition was observed in this case. This shows that the Zn inclusion in the deposit occurs through other means. A plausible explanation for the deposition is inclusion of Zn during Ni deposition. It has been previously observed\textsuperscript{22} that Zn is codeposited during potentiostatic deposition from a Zn-Ni bath in the potential range \(-0.7 \text{ to } -0.9 \text{ V vs. Ag/AgCl}\). This produces a nonanomalous coating with 70\% Ni.\textsuperscript{22} Due to thermodynamic considerations Zn deposition through Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ion reduction is not possible at these potentials. Miranda et al.\textsuperscript{23} have observed that the formation of Ni-rich phase in Zn-Ni alloy occurs at low potentials through the formation and subsequent reduction of ZnNi\textsubscript{2} species. This observation tends to suggest that a similar phenomenon occurs in the electroless deposition of Ni-Zn-P. The present paper is focused on developing nonanomalous Ni-Zn-P deposits and optimizing the deposition process.

**Effect of Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ions on the coating composition.**—The effect of Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ions on the rate of the alloy deposition and the amount of Zn in the final deposit was studied by varying the amount of ZnSO\textsubscript{4} added to the bath from 5 to 20 g/L. Leukonis et al.\textsuperscript{24} have observed that Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ions (apart from Ag\textsuperscript{+} and Cd\textsuperscript{2+}) act as an inhibitor for the electroless Ni-P process. Hence, it can be expected that addition of Zn will reduce the rate of alloy deposition. The thickness of the obtained deposits was checked using cross-sectional SEM analysis. The thickness measurements were done in accordance with ASTM standard B659\textsuperscript{18} by preparing a cross section of the samples in a low temperature mounting procedure (as prescribed for low temperature alloys like Ni-P).
content in the deposit increases from 10.8 wt % in the case of 5 g/L ZnSO₄ to 17.9 wt % in the case of 20 g/L ZnSO₄. The amount of Ni decreases from 78.9 to 72.1 wt % with increasing ZnSO₄ concentration in the bath. The P content in the deposit remains unaffected with the increase in Zn concentration. Previous results by Bouanani et al.¹⁵ and Schlesinger et al.¹⁷ show that the amount of P in the deposit decreases when Zn is added to the electroless Ni-P bath. This result shows that the deposition mechanism for P is different in our case. There are different mechanisms available for P liberation through the oxidation of hypophosphite depending on the bath pH. One of them is the production of P through nascent hydrogen production (called the indirect mechanism) as proposed by Ratzker et al.²⁵ Their mechanism has been accepted for the case of lower P inclusion in the electroless deposits, whereas the direct P mechanism is usually cited for high P content.¹⁹ Earlier works on Ni-Zn-P¹⁵,¹⁷ suggest a change in hypophosphite oxidation from direct to indirect mechanism, when Zn²⁺ is added to the bath. Further studies are being carried out in order to understand the mechanism of hypophosphite oxidation in our case.

In our case, it is seen that the rate decreases and Zn content increases with an increase in ZnSO₄ concentration in the bath. Hence, it is essential to strike a balance between the amount of Zn in the deposit while allowing the deposition to proceed at acceptable rates. In order to evaluate the optimal Zn concentration in the bath, the potential and the corrosion resistance of the samples were evaluated in the next set of studies.

To check the suitability of the coating as a sacrificial layer, the rest potentials of the coatings were tested 71 g/L Na₂SO₄ + 30.5 g/L H₃BO₃ solution at pH 7.0. Figure 5 shows the rest potentials of the coatings with various amounts of Zn. The steel substrate exhibits a potential of −0.590 V vs. SCE. It can be seen from the graph that an increase in Zn content leads to a shift in the potential.
potential to a more negative value. Coatings with no Zn show a rest potential of \(-0.4\) V vs. SCE. Increase in the Zn content to 17.9 wt % results in the potential being shifted to \(-0.663\) V vs. SCE. The graph also shows that the potential of the coating with 16.2 wt % Zn displays a potential \((-0.652\) V vs. SCE\) that is sufficiently negative to the steel substrate. Coatings with 13.8 wt % Zn and 10.8 wt % Zn have potentials more positive to steel and hence cannot act as a sacrificial coating. As the Zn and Ni content in the deposits vary, it can be expected that the coatings containing a higher amount of Ni to possess a higher corrosion resistance. Hence, Tafel studies were done to evaluate the corrosion resistance of the coatings.

Tafel polarization was performed to evaluate the corrosion rates of the coatings with different Zn contents. The Tafel studies were carried out by scanning the potential from \(-200\) to \(200\) mV with respect to the corrosion potential. The resultant Tafel plots are shown in Fig. 6. As shown in the plot, the corrosion current of the deposits increases with the increase in the amount of Zn. The increased corrosion rate in the alloyed coatings with higher amounts of Zn, is due to the lowering of the corrosion potential and to an activation of the anodic dissolution of the metal coating due to zinc alloying. However, it has to be noted that the corrosion potential shifts to a more negative value (as already seen in the rest potential studies) with an increase in Zn. Table I summarizes the corrosion potential and the corrosion rate of the coating as a function of Zn content in the deposit. Even though the corrosion current density increases from 2.5 \(\mu\)A/cm\(^2\) (for Ni-P) to 8.6 \(\mu\)A/cm\(^2\) (for 16% Zn-74% Ni-10% P), the corrosion potential becomes more electronegative to steel. From the rest potential and Tafel polarization studies, the optimized Zn content in the deposit is seen to be 16.2 wt % obtained at a ZnSO\(_4\) concentration of 15 g/L in the bath. Hence, the rest of the depositions were carried out at the optimized ZnSO\(_4\) concentration of 15 g/L.

**Effect of pH on the coating composition.**—Another critical parameter that can affect the composition of the coating is the pH of the deposition bath. A complete analysis of the equilibrium reactions between the various species in the bath is necessary to identify the optimal pH of deposition. In order to accomplish this, material balances coupled with various equilibrium reactions and electroneutrality conditions was carried out to elucidate the change in the equilibrium concentration of the various electroactive species in the bath. The governing equations and the computational details are summarized in the Appendix. As the pH increases, the concentration of the bivalent ions decreases with the increase in pH. According to Pourbaix,\(^{26}\) both Zn\(^{2+}\) and Ni\(^{2+}\) ions will precipitate as Zn(OH)\(_2\) and Ni(OH)\(_2\), respectively, at pH values greater than 7.0. For the deposition to be carried out in alkaline conditions, use of complexing agents is necessary to prevent the metal ions from spontaneous precipitation. For this purpose, sodium citrate and ammonium chloride have been used in the bath. In the presence of ammonia, the following complex ions are formed

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Zn}^{2+} + 2 \text{OH}^- & \rightarrow \text{Zn(OH)}_2 \quad [5] \\
\text{Zn(OH)}_2 + 4\text{NH}_3 & \rightarrow \text{Zn(NH}_3)_2^{2+} + 2 \text{OH}^- \quad [6] \\
\text{Ni}^{2+} + 2 \text{OH}^- & \rightarrow \text{Ni(OH)}_2 \quad [7]
\end{align*}
\]

### Table I. Variation in corrosion potential and corrosion current density as a function of Zn content in the coatings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zn content in the deposit (wt %)</th>
<th>(E_{\text{corr}}) (V vs. SCE)</th>
<th>(I_{\text{corr}}) (A/cm(^2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>(-0.401)</td>
<td>(2.5 \times 10^{-6})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>(-0.500)</td>
<td>(3.2 \times 10^{-6})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>(-0.558)</td>
<td>(4.0 \times 10^{-6})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>(-0.652)</td>
<td>(8.6 \times 10^{-6})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>(-0.663)</td>
<td>(1.2 \times 10^{-5})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 5.** Rest potentials of the Ni-Zn-P deposits as a function of Zn content in the coatings.

**Figure 6.** Tafel analysis of the Ni-Zn-P coatings as a function of Zn content in the final deposit. The corrosion potential becomes more electronegative as more Zn is included in the deposit.

**Figure 7.** Equilibrium concentrations of the different electroactive species present as a function of bath pH.
Ammonia is released through the following redox reactions:

\[
\text{Ni(OH)}_2 + 6\text{NH}_3 \rightarrow \text{Ni(NH}_3)_6^{2+} + 2\ \text{OH}^- \quad \text{[8]}
\]

\[
\text{Zn(NH}_3)_4^{2+} + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{Zn} + 4\text{NH}_3 \quad \text{[9]}
\]

\[
\text{Ni(NH}_3)_6^{2+} + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{Ni} + 6\text{NH}_3 \quad \text{[10]}
\]
The equilibrium concentrations of the various species as a function of bath pH are shown in Fig. 7. As seen from the plot, the ratio of the concentrations of the complexed Zn and Ni ions remains constant from pH 7.5 to 9.5. However, above pH 9.5, the concentration of the complexed ions changes rapidly and beyond pH 11.5, the complexed ions precipitate as their respective hydroxides. The decrease in complex Ni ion concentration is much larger than the decrease in complexed Zn ion concentration. This leads to an increase in the Zn/Ni ion ratio in the pH range 9.5 to 11.5. Hence the change in pH of the bath can be expected to increase the amount of Zn in the deposit. Since higher Zn ion concentration in the bath lowers the deposition rates, the drop in the complexed Zn ion concentration in the pH range 9.5-11.5 will play a crucial role in determining the deposition rate.

To understand the effect of pH, experiments were done at four different pHs in the range 8.5-11.5. Increasing the pH beyond 11.5, results in the spontaneous precipitation of the bath. This result is consistent with the findings in the pH concentration diagram as shown in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows the morphology of the coatings prepared at different pHs. The SEM pictures show that the depostitions carried out at pH values lower than 10.5 gives rise to coatings that do not cover the substrate surface completely. The SEM pictures show that the deposition at pH 10.5 results in the coating of uniform layers of spherical particles across the entire surface. With the increase in pH to 11.5, the deposits tend to agglomerate. The surface also shows the existence of cracks on the surface that will undermine the performance of the coating in corroding media.

EDAX analysis was done to determine the deposit constituents. Figure 9 shows the effect of pH on the rate of deposition and the composition of the coating deposited at 85°C and in the presence of 15 g/L ZnSO₄ in the bath. Below pH 8.5, no deposition occurs on the surface. The rate of deposition increases linearly with an increase in pH. It is also seen that a high percentage of Fe is detected in the case of pH 8.5 and 9.5. The thickness of the coating was measured by both cross-sectional SEM analysis and using the weight gain method. It is seen that deposits obtained at pH 8.5 and 9.5 have thicknesses of less than 1 μm. EDAX analysis results in detecting elemental distribution to a depth of 1 μm. If the coating thickness is less than 1 μm, the underlying substrate constituents are also detected. As seen in Fig. 8a and b, the surface is not completely covered with the coating for deposits obtained at pH 8.5 and 9.5, and this could be the reason for detecting Fe. However, with an increase in pH, the Fe content decreases and reaches a value of <0.1 wt % at pH 10.5. The change in the composition of the coating is negligible after a pH of 10.5, as seen from Zn and Ni content at pH 10.5 and 11.5. Since the composition of the coating remains the same after a pH of 10.5, use of pH 11.5 might look attractive superificially for the benefit of increased rate (as seen in Fig. 9).

However, the presence of cracks on the coating surface discourages the use of pH higher than 10.5. According to the literature, cracks are developed in Ni-Zn-P coatings because of internal strain developed in the coatings due to incorporation of zinc in the alloy formation. Hence, the extent of crack formation is directly dependant on
Zn-P with 16.2 wt % Zn was chosen as the optimal Zn content alloy commonly used sacrificial coatings for the protection of steel. Ni-study are zinc, zinc-nickel, and cadmium, because these are the most coatings. The coatings that have been chosen for comparison in this that can replace cadmium coatings, it is critical to compare the per-

In order to confirm this, panels deposited at pH 10.5 and 11.5 were kept in 71 g/L Na₂SO₄ and 30.5 g/L H₂BO₃ (pH 7.0) for a day. SEM analysis was subsequently done to see the change in the surface morphology of the deposits due to corrosion. These results are shown in Fig. 10. Deposits obtained at pH 11.5 exhibit large cracks on their surface. Miranda et al. have observed that the better corro-

Effect of temperature on the coating composition.—Maintaining the temperature at an optimal value is a critical factor in the suc-

Performance comparison with various sacrificial coatings.—As the whole endeavor of this work is to develop a sacrificial coating that can replace cadmium coatings, it is critical to compare the performance of the developed coating to cadmium and other sacrificial coatings. The coatings that have been chosen for comparison in this study are zinc, zinc-nickel, and cadmium, because these are the most commonly used sacrificial coatings for the protection of steel. Ni-Zn-P with 16.2 wt % Zn was chosen as the optimal Zn content alloy based on rest potential and Tafel studies. The thicknesses of the various coatings were approximately 2 μm for these comparison studies. The deposit thickness was estimated by dividing the weight of a unit area with the average density of the alloy.

Linear polarization studies.—Linear polarization studies were carried out to find the polarization resistances of the various coatings. The potential was swept from −10 to +10 mV vs. Ecorr at a scan rate of 0.5 mV/s. The resulting graphs of overpotential vs. current density for the different coatings are shown in Fig. 12. The slope of these lines yields the value of the polarization resistance. The low polarization resistance for the Zn and Zn-Ni alloy coatings show that the corrosion rates for these coatings are much higher than Ni-Zn-P coatings. Table II shows the composition of the various coatings that have been chosen for comparison along with the Ecorr values and corrosion rates. The corrosion rates have been calculated using the polarization resistance found from the linear polarization technique. We can see from the table that the corrosion rate for the electroless Ni-Zn-P (16% Zn) coatings is five times lower than Cd coatings. These studies show that the electroless Ni-Zn-P coating possesses superior corrosion characteristics as compared to the other sacrificial coatings.

Film dissolution studies.—In order to check the stability of the different coatings in corrodind media, a known surface area of the coated samples was immersed in the corroding media and the open-circuit potential (OCP) was continuously monitored as a function of time. Figure 13a shows the plot of the Ecorr values and corrosion rates. As time passes, all the coatings dissolve in the corrosion media due to their sacrificial nature. The rate of dissolution will depend on the potential difference between the substrate and the coating. The greater the potential difference, the
less time is taken for the coating to dissolve. The change in the potential to the substrate potential will give an indication of the complete dissolution of the coating. From the plot, it is seen that Zn dissolves the fastest. The potential directly jumps from −1.123 to −0.560 V vs. SCE, thus suggesting that Zn is present in its elemental form in the deposit. However, in the case of the Zn-Ni alloy, there are several stages of dissolution according to the various phases present in the alloy. Zn-Ni alloys deposit in several phases: (i) a Zn-rich phase called the eta (η) phase (E\textsubscript{corr} = −0.780 V vs. SCE) and (ii) an intermediate gamma (γ) phase (E\textsubscript{corr} = −0.652 V vs. SCE).\textsuperscript{14} The rest potential of the Zn-Ni alloy shows the dissolution of these phases at their respective potentials, the Zn-rich η phase followed by the dissolution of the γ phase. However, the time for dissolution for the Zn-Ni alloy is longer than the sample coated with Zn, which is due to the higher corrosion resistance of the Zn-Ni alloy. Ni-Zn-P coatings last longer than Cd, Zn, and Zn-Ni coatings. The potential of the coating does not change for the time period in which these tests were carried out. The primary reason for this prolonged corrosion resistance is the low potential difference between the coating (−0.590 V vs. SCE) and the substrate (−0.652 V vs. SCE). Figure 13b shows the plot of the polarization resistance values as a function of time for the various coatings for the same time period shown in the potential studies. The corrosion resistances of the other coatings were smaller than Ni-Zn-P for the entire period of study. The Zn and Cd coating shows an almost constant resistance value till failure due to the presence of a single element. However, the resistance of the Zn-Ni alloy increased slightly with time due to the depletion of the Zn-rich η phase. Since the γ phase is known to deposit in thin layers, this, too, dissolves rapidly. However, the resistance of the Ni-Zn-P alloy remained practically constant for the period of this test, thus proving the superior corrosion characteristics of this coating.

In order to check the galvanic compatibility of the Ni-Zn-P coatings with the steel substrate, we performed thin film (2 μm thick) dissolution studies in aggressive marine environment (3.5 wt % NaCl) as suggested in Miranda et al.\textsuperscript{15} Electrodeposited Zn and Zn-Ni coatings were also checked for comparison and the potential of these coatings were monitored as a function of time. These results have been summarized in Fig. 14. The results showed that the new Ni-Zn-P coatings exhibit longer life than traditional Zn and Zn-Ni coatings. The potential of the Ni-Zn-P alloys reach that of the steel substrate in about 14 h, thus providing confirmation of the alloy’s ability to provide cathodic protection to the steel substrate. Hence, the introduction of the 15 g/L ZnSO4 in the electroless Ni-P bath results in the deposition of a sacrificial coating that provides better corrosion protection to steel substrates.

Conclusions

Composite Ni-Zn-P alloys with different amounts of Zn were prepared by controlling the amount of Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ions added in the bath. Material characterization studies on the resultant coatings showed the codeposition of Zn along with Ni and P. The Zn content in the alloy can be controlled by varying the Zn\textsuperscript{2+} concentration in the bath or by adjusting the bath pH. Increasing the temperature of the bath increases the deposition rate. Material and electrochemical characterization studies reveal that composites with 16.2 wt % Zn show a potential that is more electronegative to steel and hence is applicable as a sacrificial coating for the protection of steel. This optimal Zn content in the alloy is obtained when deposition is carried out with a ZnSO4 concentration of 15 g/L at pH 10.5 and 85°C. The high Ni content (74.0 wt %) ensures the superior corrosion resistance of the composite alloy as compared to conventional Zn-based coatings obtained by electrolysis. Polarization resistance studies reveal a four-time increase in the resistance value for the Ni-Zn-P coating over that of Cd. Finally, the low potential difference that exists between the coating and the substrate results in a lower dissolution rate for the deposited alloy as compared to Zn, Zn-Ni and Cd coatings.
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The electroless bath used for deposition consists of 35 g/L NiSO₄·6H₂O, 15 g/L ZnSO₄·7H₂O, 85 g/L Sodium citrate and 50 g/L Ammonium chloride. The variables to be determined are as follows: [Zn²⁺], [Ni²⁺], [Zn(OH)²⁺], [Ni(OH)²⁺], [Zn(OH)₃⁻], [Ni(OH)₃⁻], [Zn²⁺] + [Ni²⁺], [Zn(OH)²⁺] + [Ni(OH)²⁺] and [HSO₄⁻]. The concentration of [H⁺] depends on the specified pH. The equations used for the determination of the equilibrium concentrations are

### Material balance on zinc

\[
\text{[ZnSO₄]}_{\text{id}} = [\text{Zn}^{2+}] + [\text{Zn(OH)}^{2+}] + 2[\text{Zn(OH)}^{3+}] + [\text{Zn(OH)₂}] + [\text{Zn(NH₃)₄}^{2+}]
\]

### Material balance on nickel

\[
\text{[NiSO₄]}_{\text{id}} = [\text{Ni}^{2+}] + [\text{Ni(OH)}^{2+}] + [\text{Ni(OH)}₂] + [\text{Ni(NH₃)₄}^{2+}]
\]

### Electroneutrality conditions

\[
\begin{align*}
[H^+] + 2[Zn^{2+}] + 2[Ni^{2+}] + [Zn(OH)^{2+}] + [Ni(OH)^{2+}] + 3[Zn(OH)²⁺] + [2Zn(NH₃)₄^{2+}] + [2Ni(NH₃)₄^{2+}] &= \text{[HSO₄⁻]} + \text{[SO₄²⁻]} + \text{[OH⁻]}
\end{align*}
\]

### The equilibrium conditions

\[
\begin{align*}
[H^+][SO₄²⁻] - k_1[\text{HSO₄}^-] &= 0 \\
[Zn^{2+}][OH^-] - k_2[Zn(OH)^{2+}] &= 0 \\
[Ni^{2+}][OH^-] - k_3[Ni(OH)^{2+}] &= 0 \\
[H^+][OH^-] - k_4 &= 0 \\
[Zn^{2+}][OH^-] - k_5[Zn(OH)^{3+}] &= 0 \\
[Zn(OH)^{2+}][OH^-] - k_6 &= 0 \\
[Ni(OH)^{2+}][OH^-] - k_7 &= 0 \\
[Zn(OH)₂][Ni(OH)₃⁻] - k_α[Zn(NH₃)₄^{2+}][OH^-]^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

The above equations were solved simultaneously by using Maple."